GrilleGuy.com, LLC

2004 – 2005 Nissan Titan / Armada
Grille Install Instructions
Kit Contents:
Upper kit
3 piece Grille
Vinyl Trim
UV resistant zip ties (14)
Lower kit
1 piece Grille
UV resistant zip ties (4)
Tools Required:
Diagonal cutters
Soldering Iron (optional)
8mm wrench or socket and ratchet (lower only)
Flat blade screwdriver

Upper Installation:
Step 1 – You need to remove the Nissan emblem
from the center grille. We used a hot soldering iron
to melt the prongs on the backside of the emblem it was then easily removed.

Step 2 – (optional) For increased airflow, you can remove the solid
plastic pieces that are mounted behind the side grilles. These pieces
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are mounted with clips that can be released by pushing the piece
inward until the latches are released. To get it out from behind the
grille, you will most likely have to unlatch the top half of the grille
frame (the chrome section on this model). These fasteners are
undone by twisting the fastener. The grille frame can then be pulled
slightly forward to remove the plastic piece out from the top. Having
this removed will also make it easier to attach our side grilles. Note:
These fasteners look like screws, but they only turn a portion of 1 turn
to lock or unlock.
Step 3 – To attach the side grilles – start by routing the zip ties thru
the grille, one in each corner. Start by going thru from the backside of
the grille - pull until the head of the zip tie is against the back of the
grille - then go back thru an adjacent hole. The grille can then be put
up to OEM grille and route the zip tie around the a section of the
honeycomb and then thru the head of the zip tie and then put the tip
thru another hole so that you will be able to pull it from the front.
Leave the zip ties loose until you get all four started. Then while
aligning the grille gently pull the zip ties to secure the grille. DO NOT
over tighten. Using the diagonal cutters carefully cut the excess zip
tie, leaving enough so that you can push it back into the hole so you
won’t see the cut end.
Step 4 – The center grille installation is similar to the sides, except you
have the option to place 2 more zip ties along the top and bottom in
the center.(from left to right)
Lower Installation:
Step 1 – The underpinning needs to be removed so that the lower
grille can be inserted from the bottom. The underpinning is removed
using a wrench or socket and ratchet.
Step 2 – Slide the grille from the bottom up behind the lower grille
opening.
Step 3 – Using the zip ties as shown, attach the grille to the vertical
fins of the OEM grille.
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Step 4 – Reinstall the underpinning and the installation is complete.

Thanks for purchasing a GrilleGuy.com, LLC grille for your vehicle. If
you have any problems, please email Help@Grilleguy.com. This email
is reserved for purchasing customers so that we may respond to you
quicker. We stand behind our products and want satisfied customers.
Word of mouth advertising is priceless! Please feel free to send us
pictures of your car or truck once the grille is installed so we can post
it in our Gallery section or even use it on our website and/or auctions.

